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Mail Archive V7.0.4.2 Version 

 

Applicable Model 

MDS H368 / MArchive H57TA(U) / MArchive H57TA(W) / MA2 H57TA / MDA H57TA 

 

Applicable Version 

7.0.4.1 (1691992205) 

HASH 

md5: 6db0e285552d6933acf768be50c9af11 

sha1: 886745f2104b2a167c2a13ddd6c3de57a4daa3b7 

sha256: f4b15b2568b9d4e65be2a531110c981140f5fe0d451c6eab760efbf7581eb0ae 

 

Attention 

 After the update, the system will auto-reboot, automatically resuming paused 

services. 

 

Update Details‧Administrator Interface 

============================================== 

※Device Setting※ 

Device Command→ 

 Add【Basic Setup】> “General” > “SMTP(S) SSL High Level” setting. 

 

High Availability→ 

 Fix Database sync is unfinished. During the pause, the standby device iswrongly 

activated. 

 

 

※Device Notice※ 

Device Message Notification→ 

 Fix【Line Notify List】Unable to send notification. 

 

 

※Architecture※ 
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IMAP Proxy→ 

 Fix In some scenarios, OAuth authentication is successful, but the folderis empty. 

 

HERHSIANG Sync→ 

(01) Fix In some scenarios, sync fails with too much data for synchronization. 

(02) Fix Manual sync and scheduled sync are redundantly executed. 

 

 

※Authentication & Permissions※ 

Domain Management→ 

 Fix In some scenarios with AD authentication, the Admin account and  

password of domains synced via【Architecture > HERHSIANG Sync】 

are incorrect. 

 

User Management→ 

 Fix In some scenarios, users synced via AD cannot be deleted. 

 

 

※Mail Audit & Firewall※ 

Filter→ 

 Fix In some scenarios within gateway mode, the "Abnormal SMTP Flow" rules are 

incorrectly detected. 

 

Advanced Settings→ 

 Fix Unable to save other settings without enabling【Mail Encryption】 

feature package. 

 

Mail Firewall→ 

 Fix【Mail Firewall Setup】> “Send Abnormal Detection”: “Exception Rules”are 

ineffective. 

 

 

※Mail Encryption※ 
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Mail Encryption Rule→ 

(01) Fix【New/Edit】> “Encryption Rule Setup” > “Advanced Settings” 

>“Attachment Size Between (KB)”: Settings are ineffective in some 

scenarios. 

(02) Fix【New/Edit】> “Process Method” > “Encryption Recipient”: Empty value can 

be saved when “Recipient” is selected. 

 

 

※HERHSIANG Sandstorm※ 

Sandstorm Record→ 

(01) Fix Detailed record of IP Filter shows incorrect IP info. 

(02) Fix In some scenarios, “Status” info is incorrect. 

 

 

※Anti-Spam※ 

Basic Setting→ 

(01) Adjust “AI module” Enhance spam detection mechanism. 

(02) Fix “AI module” > “Check New Version”: After a successful connection, failure 

info persists. 

(03) Fix “AI module” > “Check New Version”: In some scenarios, the version info is 

incorrect. 

 

 

※Statistical Report※ 

Statistical Report→ 

 Fix Unable to save when certain items in “Report Type” are not selected. 

 

 

※Log※ 

Use Log→ 

 Fix In【Mail Encryption > Mail Encryption Rule】records, some info is  

incorrect. 
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※Others※ 

System→ 

(01) Fix Strengthen system security by disabling certain weak encryption  

protocols. 

(02) Fix The impact of CVE-2011-0411 vulnerability. 

 

Mail→ 

 Fix In some scenarios, no record is generated when the same email has different 

recipients. 

 

Console→ 

 Fix【Console】Abnormal input occurs when selecting a hard disk partition  

for booting. 

 Fix【Console】Even without the bypass function, the relevant settings are still 

displayed. 

 

Update Details‧User Interface 

============================================== 

※Home※ 

 Fix “Log/Information” > “All Mail(General/Spam/Virus)/Today  

Mail(General/Spam/Virus)”: Incorrect info. 

 

 

※Mail※ 

(01) Fix Email content displays garbled characters when using emoji texts. 

(02) Fix In some scenarios, the window incompletely displays email content. 

 

 

※Quarantine※ 

(01) Fix In some scenarios, the data is not being displayed according to the  

search time range. 

(02) Fix Unable to view detailed info about quarantined mails when they have  

no content. 
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